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Abstract. This work presents an intelligent virtual reality environment for train-

ing child traffic safety. Key pedestrian skills are discussed. The overall system 

design is described together with a set of implemented practical exercises. An 

evaluation study shows that the approach is well accepted and that children strug-

gle with the same skills in the virtual environment as in the real world. 

1   Introduction 

Children are endangered traffic participants. They are hard to see, fragile, have limited 

perceptual-motor abilities and lack both knowledge and experience in traffic situations 

[1]. Existing traffic education programs focus on theoretical aspects and needs to be 

supplemented with individualized practical street side training [2]. However, such train-

ing is hard to provide in the real world due to safety reasons and dependence on envi-

ronmental conditions. One promising alternative is to employ Virtual Reality (VR) 

technologies and conduct training in safe and controllable virtual environments. In fact, 

a number of previous studies have investigated the use of VR as a tool for practical 

child pedestrian training. Thomsen et al. showed in a study that children aged 7-11 were 

able to better their skill of finding appropriate gaps in traffic to cross a road through VR 

training [3]. Further, Schwebel et al. were able to show that children exhibit consistent 

road crossing behavior in VR and in the real world [4]. However, these systems were 

very limited in terms of tutoring capabilities and diversity of training scenarios. At the 

same time, the combination of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) with VR training has 

shown to be successful in other domains [5]. In this work, we build on the early success 

in the field by implementing SafeChild – a VR-based training environment with ITS 

capabilities for the domain of child pedestrian safety. 

2 Pedestrian Safety Skills 

Children need to learn a number of behavior rules and master corresponding skills in 

order to become safe pedestrians. These skills differ greatly in their cognitive demand 

and some are especially difficult for young children as many studies show. This in-

cludes the detection of non-obvious threats [6], paying selective attention to those parts 

of traffic that affects safety while ignoring others [7] and observing the traffic situation 

from a global perspective [8]. We have conducted a cognitive analysis of this domain 

informed by the existing literature on pedestrian traffics safety [9] and in consultation 

with traffics safety experts. As a result, we have identified two groups of skills. The 



basic skills, which are less demanding cognitively and should be easier for children to 

apply and master, include: crossing in designated areas; crossing at green light; keeping 

distance to roads unless trying to cross; stopping at a curb; looking both sides for in-

coming traffic; crossing straight without stopping (unless an emergency is detected). 

The advanced skills involve more complex decision making and planning procedures 

and maintaining the awareness of other traffic participants. They include: making sure 

that cars are stopping; observing traffic while crossing; recognizing dangerous cars; 

selecting appropriate gap to cross; recognizing shortcomings of a crossing place; antic-

ipating traffic light change; finding a suitable place to cross; plan route through multiple 

crossings. We anticipate that children in a VR environment will have fewer problems 

with basic skills, but will struggle with the advanced skills that pose difficulty in real-

word traffic education. For the SafeChild platform, this means that its instructional 

component should especially support acquisition of advanced skills. 

3 Exercises in SafeChild  

The SafeChild system provides a freely explorable virtual city environment with simu-

lated traffic. The standard interface is based on a single monitor as display and a key-

board as input device. Other interfaces with higher degree of immersion are supported 

and panned for future research. In order to train the skills described in Chapter 2, a 

preliminary set of ten road-crossing exercises have been designed. Each exercise re-

quires a set of skills to cross the road under different conditions (ranging from five to 

ten skills per exercise depending on the difficulty) and to reach the goal safely. The set 

of exercises consists of three tasks related to using traffic light; three exercises related 

to using zebra crossing, three exercises related to unregulated crossings and one com-

bination exercise. For traffic light and zebra crossing, the learner starts once directly in 

front of the designated crossing area; once, within a small distance, but with the traffic 

light / zebra crossing still in sight; and once, further away, where a turn in the virtual 

city environment is required to find the designated place to cross. In all cases, the final 

goal is directly visible and the learner is supposed to utilize the available regulated 

crossing to reach it. For the unregulated crossings tasks, the user starts once on a side-

walk next to a straight road without obstacles; once, with a parking truck as an obstacle; 

and once, close to a road curve obstructing the field of vision. The task is to recognize 

shortcomings of the crossing place if they are present and cross the road safely. In the 

final exercise the learner can plan own route to the goal and is given the opportunity to 

either cross the road once with an unregulated crossing or to cross twice using traffic 

light and zebra crossing; the expected behavior is to prefer the combination of traffic 

light and zebra crossing over the unregulated crossing. Fig. 1, shows a screenshot from 

a “traffic light” exercise, with the yellow arrow designating the goal. It also shows two 

feedback screens for reaching the goal and failing it (if hit by a car). Finally, it shows 

the help screen explaining key-binding controls for navigating in the environment.  

The system logs all interactions in real-time to generate lossless replays of learner 

performances and assist in detecting if a skill has been applied correctly or not. It is 

important to mention that a leaner might fail one or more skill, but still reach the goal. 



The system does not restrict such behavior and does not yet generate formative feed-

back reflecting it. 

 

Fig. 1. Road Crossing Tasks in SafeChild. 

4 Pilot Evaluation 

We have conducted a pilot study with ten children aged 6-9 solving road crossing tasks 

in a Web-version of SafeChild. The main goals of the study were to elicit a general 

attitude that children would have toward training pedestrian safety in a game-like VR 

environment; observe typical patterns of their interaction with SafeChild, and get initial 

understanding of how they apply various pedestrian safety skills in VR settings. A pre-

questionnaire collected children’s demographics and experience with traffic education 

and computer games. The main session consisted of a familiarization task and the ten 

exercises described in chapter 3. A post-questionnaire at the end asked for children’s 

feedback on the exercises and the city environment. Overall, it took about 20 minutes 

for children to finish the experiment. The entire study was conducted over Internet us-

ing the browser-based version of SafeChild. All interactions and answers to question-

naires were logged at a central web-server. Parents were asked to supervise and monitor 

the performance of their children, but not help with the traffic exercises. 

Children liked SafeChild in general, thought it was realistic and believed they could 

improve their traffic skills with it. However, they provided mixed opinions about the 

difficulty of exercises and the ease of control. This confirms the overall potential of the 

approach and indicates possible value of adaptive support. It also shows the need for 

control refinement. The log analysis shows that children made only a few errors when 

applying basic skills, and when they did, they were able to correct them during the next 

exercise. However, rarely they were able to correctly apply all the advanced skills, and 

when they had a problem, the current simplistic feedback of SafeChild did not help 

them correct it at the next attempt. This observation is consistent with the literature on 

application of advanced and basic pedestrian safety skills in the real world and hints 

toward implementing an instructional support component of the SafeChild system es-

pecially targeting advanced skills. 



5 Conclusion 

The results of the conducted pilot study indicate that the general approach of SafeChild 

has been well received and that the system is capable to reproduce the real-world prob-

lems of child pedestrians. This forms a solid basis for future research toward assisting 

children in acquiring theses skills. This includes not only the development of an ITS 

that can model these skills automatically [10] but also research on the use of different 

VR interfaces [11] that could facilitate the transfer of skills acquired in a VR environ-

ment to the real world situations. 
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